
instance, the effects of the seesaw struggle between traditiona~ 

afid progressive education (the chapter on this is especially 

well done and includes comment on the Minneapolis school system's 

"common learnings" venture); the effect on education of the 

loyalty investigations and treats to academic freedom; the turmoil 

resulting from educational institutions being made "scapegoats 

in an unpopular war"; the fighting out in the schools of the 

demands for an end to sex discrimination--and the reverse dis

crimination involved; and the increasing visibility of minorities 

who wanted education to be in their own languages and cultural 

framework, 

Among all these concerns were the academic: achievement 

test scores dropping, disciplinary problems increasing, making 

learning in many classrooms all but impossible, vocational educa

tion competing with general education, and the "right" of dis

satisfied parents and teachers to demand "open," "free," or 

"informal" education rather than traditional. In spite of the 

plethora of subjects she covers, Ms, Ravitch succeeds in giving 

the reader the sense of their being clearly and fairly treated, 

In a period so obviously full of seemingly insurmountable 

problems, Ms, Ravitch might easily have left the reader feeling 

as if the situation were hopeless, While admitting that educa

tion today p:rovides "a compelling agenda for future educational 

reformers" (320), her conclusion is positive and upbeat, In a 

country as vast as America, with the size of its school popula

tion and the pressures of its racial and ideological groupings, 

she suggests progress is being made, "To believe in education 

is to believe in the future, to believe in what may be accomplished 

If it seems naively American to· put so much stock in 

schools, colleges, universities, and the endless prospect of 

self-improvement and social improvement, it is an admirable, and 

perhaps even a noble, flaw" (330), The Troubled Crusade is well 

worth a careful reading--perhaps even a re-reading, 

BOOK REVIEW 

WRITING TO CREATE OURSELVES 

by Linda Hunter 

Ten years ago when I began teaching eighth graders, I came 

across The Whispering Wind, a collection of poems by American 

Indian students, edited by T. D. Allen, in the poetry section of 

the old Rochester Central Junior High library. I was struck by 

the freshness of the imagery and strength of the individual 

poet's voice. In fact I copied several to use in teaching a unit 

on Light in the Forest. I hadn't ·,thought about them in years 

till I encountered one of them in Allen's book, Writing to Create 

Ourselves. She quotes Agnes Pratt's poem which I first encountered 

ten years ago: 

Shut up and leave me by, 

I'm lonely, 

Can't you see? 

Take your serpent slit-eyed grin 

And squirm beneath a rock. 

If you can recall what door 

You slitered under to come in, 

Use it when you slithered out again. 

I was delighted to hear from the teacher who elicited that poem 

as well as the others I had enjoyed, 

Allen outlines the philosophy and pedagogical methods that 

produced the poetry as well as Miracle Hill: The Story of~ 

Navaho~. a book by one of her students, now in its third 

printing, Her philosophy follows the same principles as Ken 

Macrorie, Peter Elbow, and the National Writing Projects around 

the country, She also echoes Donald Murray (and others) stating, 

"the core of my own method is not writing but rewriting," 

Apparently she assumes a conservative teaching audience, because 

she speaks of her approach (teaching writing first, grammar 

second) as teaching English "upside down." Many of us would feel 

she taught it right side up! Her premises include: 

(1) Teachers must believe that and convince students 

that they have something to say, 

(2) Teachers must discover each student's experience-

-6S- based subject , 



(3) Students must be ·kept writing "until they have said 

exactly what they want to say." 

Her uniqueness lies in the fact that her work was done 

primarily with minority students, Indian and Eskimo in particular. 

These students did not respond to conventional academic rewards 

(grades), but they did grow dramatically in their ability to 

express themselves with her approach. 

Her methods early in the writing process emphasize the five 

senses and the here and now to give students' writing a feeling 

of immediacy, She moves then to assisting students in the re

vision process: praising any improvements from first drafts, 

making notes to oneself rather than to the student about grammar 

needs of students, and clipping typed notes to students' drafts. 

Allen's book includes many practical suggestions such as 

exercises in short story writing, check lists, capsule lessons, 

publishing techniques. and grading methods. She also strongly 

recommends teachers writing with students: "Let us try thinking 

of ourselves as 'learners' along with other learners in the 

classroom." This attitude of learning with and from her students 

permeates her approach, 

At some points Allen sounds somewhat dogmatic. Some teachers 

may be uncomfortable with her list of "don' ts" while students 

are writing which include not grading papers, preparing tomorrow's 

lesson, or looking over students' shoulders. However, they 

reflect her commitment to respect students' rights not to be dis

turbed while writing. I winced at her list of "Laws of Writing," 

al though I agreed with them, simply because the term, "Laws," 

suggests rigidity dangerous to teachers of writing because 

professional writers provide many examples of violations or 

nearly any set of "Laws of Writing" yet developed. 

Writing to Create Ourselves, can offer a practical intro

duction to some important ideas in teaching composition, proven 

in Allen's work with a more resistent group of students than 

most of us will encounter, It will also reinforce teachers who 

are already familiar with many of Allen's ideas, The key is in 

the relationship between students and teacher, based on mutual 

respect and a common commitment to producing the best writing of 

which the student is capable, 
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Minnesota English Journal is an official organ of the 

~ Minnesota Council of Teachers of English. It ordinarily appears 

two times a year, Fall and Winter/Spring, Minnesota English 

Journal publishes articles of general interest to its membership, 

teachers K through college, Particularly sought are manuscripts 

which show how pedagogy implements theory and which describe or 

discuss cu=ent and real problems faced by some segment of the 

teaching profession in English in Minnesota, Manuscripts from 
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• J 

Manuscripts should be submitted to the editor, Please use 

an approved style sheet, either APA or MLA, Footnotes should be 

included. in the text if possible, Manuscripts should be 7-18 

pages, typed double-spaced, 

The editor prefers manuscripts that exploit the theme 

chosen for the given issue, Themes for the coming year will 

appear in the Winter/Spring issue of the preceding year and be 

posted at the MCTE booth during the annual Spring convention, 

Prospective contributors may write the editor to request a state

ment of themes for the year, Enclose stamped., self-addressed 

envelope for reply, 

The editor will make every effort to acknowledge receipt of 

a manuscript within two (2) weeks and to inform the contributor 

of its acceptance or rejection within 60 days. Include with the 

manuscript a stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

The editor reserves the right to accept or reject a manu

script. The editor may return a manuscript to request its 

revision, The editor may make minor changes in the manuscript 

without consulting the contributor, 
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